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GAP FILL 
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If you have ever imagined a face in an (1) _____________________ 

object, your brain is engaged in a (2) _____________________ called 

pareidolia. This is the tendency to see a (3) _____________________ or 

meaning in something, where actually there is nothing there. 

Seeing faces in everyday objects is a (4) _____________________ 

experience. Many of us perceive a smiley face in the clouds, in the 

(5) _____________________ of a cappuccino, or in an object as 

mundane as an electrical plug socket. Scientists from the 

University of Sydney in Australia conducted a study to                   

(6) _____________________ whether our brain processes these illusory 

faces in the same (7) _____________________ it does with real human 

faces. Their research suggests there are some similarities in how 

we recognise both human and "(8) _____________________" faces. 
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In the study, 17 volunteers looked at a (9) _____________________ of 

illusory and human faces. They had to rate the                             

(10) _____________________ of emotional attachment they felt upon 

seeing each one. The researchers' conclusion was that the same 

(11) _____________________ circuitry was involved in determining what 

was or wasn't a real face. Psychologist David Alais said: "We know 

these objects are not (12) _____________________ faces, yet the 

perception of a face lingers." He added: "We end up with...a        

(13) _____________________ experience that the object is both a 

compelling face and an object." Mr Alais said the brain sees two 

things at (14) _____________________, and that we focus more on the 

image of a face than the (15) _____________________ it is an object. He 

added: "The first impression of a face does not give                      

(16) _____________________ to the second perception of an object." 
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NAME: ________________________               DATE: ________________________ 

GRAMMAR WORKSHEET 1 

COMMONLY CONFUSED WORDS 
    
 Use the correct words to complete the sentences. 

 
    
 accept (v.) to receive; to get  except 

 (conjunction) 

not a part of; not including 

    

 affect (v.) to make a change in something  effect (n.) a change in something 
    
 borrow (v.) to take something for a short 

time and then return it 

 lend (v.) to give something for a short time 

before getting it back 
    
 desert (n.) a dry, sandy area  dessert (n.) sweet food eaten after a meal 
    
 its    

 (pos.pronoun) 

belonging to something  it’s 

 (contraction) 

contraction of it + is 

    
 your 

 (pos.adj.) 

belonging to you  you’re 

 (contraction) 

contraction of you + are 

    

 

 

  1.  I don’t have enough money.  I need to (borrow / lend) _______________ ten dollars. 

 

  2.  Would you like some (desert / dessert) _______________ after dinner? 

 

  3.  A: What time is it?   B: (Its / It’s) _______________ almost eight o’clock. 

 

  4.  I saw (your / you’re) _______________ brother at the shopping mall yesterday. 

 

  5.  The Sahara (desert / dessert) _______________ is a very hot and dry place. 

 

  6.  (Your / You’re) _______________ late.  What happened? 

 

  7.  If you need more money, I can (borrow / lend) _______________ you ten dollars. 

 

  8.  I ate all the food (accept / except) _______________ the broccoli. 

 

  9.  The new rules had a big (affect / effect) _______________ on the company workers.  

 

10.  My cat ate (its / it’s) _______________ food and then fell asleep. 

 

11.  You should say “Thank you” when you (accept / except) _______________ a gift. 

 

12.  Will the rainy weather (affect / effect) _______________ your travel plans? 
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4. Elephants are heavyer than pigs. X 

__________________________________ 

5. Bears are more rare than snakes. X 

__________________________________  

 
 

 

Comparative adjectives. 

1. I am ___________ (tall) my sister. 

2. My mum thinks that cats are ___________ (good) pets than dogs.  

3. Cycling is one of ___________ (dangerous) sports. 

4. I want to have ___________ (big) car. 

5. A blue whale is ___________ (heavy) twenty-five elephants. 

6. You look ___________ (thin) last month. Have you lost weight? 

7. Bicycles are ___________ (slow) cars. 

8. She is ___________ (nice) person I know. 

9. What is ___________ (good) film you´ve seen? 

10. Computers are ___________ (cheap) mobile phones. 

11. Is your brother ___________ (tall) you? 

12. I think Spanish is ___________ (easy) Japanese. 

13. Our dog is ___________ (nice) your dog. 

14. Glass bottles are ___________ (good) plastic bottles. 

15. I think Rafael Nadal is ___________(good) tennis player  

 
      in Spain. 

16. Sharks are ___________ (dangerous) other fish. 
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